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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Those who manage land, water, and plant resources find themselves
continually facing problems.

Some of these by virtue of being simple,

repetitious, or limited in area can be solved by the individual manager.
Others are more complex.

Their nature is frequently not fully understood.

The total control of all the factors causing the problem may not be with
one or even a few managers.

In such a case the most effective, if not

the only way to get at the cause and correct it, is through a societal
relationship between people.

Such a relationship should be one where

mutual concern and trust develops, ideas are exchanged and cooperation
between the several parties leads to a mutual effort to solve the
problem.
Frequently such relationships are simply "neighboring.”
occasions an informal community arrangement is effective.

On other

Occasionally

the nature of the problem is such that a formal legal association is
needed.

This paper discusses such a land resource-management problem

and the kind of organization that evolved over time which contributed to
solution.
For several years, features of soil and geology, precipitation and
cropping systems combined to cause deteriorating conditions on some of
the nonirrigated croplands over wide areas of the United States and
Canada.

Historically resulting problems have been treated on a piecemeal
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or individual farm basis.

As the seriousness and complex nature of such

problems was recognized more systematic approaches developed to cope
with such problems area-wide.
The phenomenon under consideration in this paper has acquired
several names.

Years ago the "Montana Farmer-Stockman" magazine called

it "North slope alkali."

Other identifying terms are "alkali spots,"

"alkali seeps," "saline seeps," "seeps," "seeped saline spots," and
there are perhaps other local names.

We will use the above names inter

changeably.
An effort will be made to describe the alkali problem and the
conditions from which it results.

Early recognition of the spread of

such "seeps" and attempts at correction will be discussed.

The contin

ual growth of the problem to the current situation will be presented.
Cooperative efforts of certain local, state, and federal agencies
have been developed to help farmers treat alkali problems.

One such

organization, the Highwood Bench Alkali Control Association, was organ
ized for the sole purpose of solving the alkali problem in a given area.
The history behind the formation of this group, the first such district
in Montana, is developed.
Our purpose in presenting this

study is finally an evaluation of

the formation of a special district for problem solving.

This includes

the effectiveness of the special district and multi-agency approach as
compared to individual farmer and single agency effort.

Where several

federal and state agencies work together on such a project as this,
conflicts between them occasionally arise.

This can occur because of

differences in agency objectives or because of personnel conflicts

3
within and between agencies.
case are discussed.

Two areas of conflict relating to this

CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF THE ALKALI PROBLEM
Visual Effect On The Landscape

In the last ten to twenty years much of the glacial area of the
northern Great Plains developed a feature not commonly seen there before.
During the high evaporation period of the summer months many areas of
the landscape become marked with what appears to be scattered patches
of snow.

The white coloring results from an accumulation of various

kinds of salts deposited on the land surface as the moisture which
carried the salts upward evaporated.

In fall, winter, and spring, when

evaporation is slight and the ground surface is wet, these areas have
the typical dark coloring of summerfallow, where they are void of veg
etation.

Or they have the colors of Russian Thistle, Kochia or other

vegetation where salt concentrations are not so high as to preclude
these salt tolerant species from growing.
Though scattered somewhat over the landscape the spots are most
commonly found on the lower slopes and concave areas along drainageways.

Their size will range from a few feet in diameter to many acres.
Besides being salty these areas are also wet.

In addition to the

production loss on this land, a farmer has the added risk and inconven
ience of getting his equipment stuck should he venture too close.
Where the common practice of alternate years of cropping and then
fallowing is followed, these spots enlarge approximately 10 percent.
4
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each year.
across.

New saline seeps frequently begin as a damp spot a few feet

Over the course of a season or two they will enlarge, becoming

both wetter and more salty until only salt tolerant species will grow
on them.

Left unchecked the areas will progress to the point where salt

concentrations preclude any plant growth.
actually exude from the soil surface.

Not infrequently water will

Figure 1 shows an example of this.

In figure 2 we show an area near the north end of the Highwood
Bench as seen from the air.

Some idea of scale can be determined from

the vehicles parked on the roadway.

The irregular shape, white appear

ance and variation in size of the affected areas are typical visual
aspects of the problem.

Potential Problem Areas

Geological conditions favorable for development of the alkali
problem we are considering exist over a large area of the northern plains
states and the praire provinces of Canada.

At an interagency meeting in

Bozeman, Montana on January 10, 1969, Fred Booth, a Highwood Bench
farmer, reported on Canadian experiments with continuous cropping to
help solve alkali problems.^

During a field trip in the Highwood Bench

area in 1969, Albert Grable, Soil Scientist with ARS, reported the
alkali problem was known to exist in Montana, North and South Dakota
and Canada.

2

^Minutes of TAP Salinity Meeting, Bozeman, Montana, January 10,
1969.
9
Minutes of Meeting and Field Trip, Chouteau County, April 17-18,
1969, by Herman Kraus, Area Conservationist, SCS, Great Falls, Montana.
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Figure 1
(Paul Brown Photo)
Close-up view of a saline seep area. Water is flowing on the surface and some
salt tolerant vegetation is growing. In center of photo casing of test well,
in which periodic water level measurements are made, shows above ground.

Figure 2
Marvin Miller Photo
Aerial view of part of Highwood Bench showing saline seeps (white areas) and
on the left grass wind barriers at forty-eight foot spacing. One of the
test well areas for the project is in the center of the picture.

a
Marvin R. Miller, Hydrogeologist with the Montana Bureau of Mines
and Geology, identified potentially hazardous areas in a paper pre
sented at a workshop in Great Falls in 1971.

Miller's explanation

states that the presence of thick sequences of black marine shale of
late Cretateous age overlain by a mantle of glacial till constitutes
the hazardous criteria.

These conditions exist over 12,500 square

miles of Montana, 17,000 square miles of North Dakota, 28,000 square
miles of South Dakota, 7,000 square miles of Alberta, 50,000 square
miles of Saskatchewan and 13,000 square miles of Manitoba.^

The total

area susceptable to the problem, according to Miller, is about 128,000
square miles.

Aerial Extent

In Montana

Over the past several years attempts have been made to determine
the actual land area affected in Montana.

However, since the kind of

seepage problem considered here is only one of several types that
occur, and since the "problem" acreage is constantly changing and devel
oping, an accurate measure of the total size is difficult to determine.
A survey made in 1969 by Clair Clark, Soil Scientist with the Soil Con
servation Service in Great Falls, put the damaged acreage at 55,700

Marvin R. Miller, "Hydrogeology of Saline-Seep Spots in Dryland
Farm Areas— A Preliminary Evaluation," in Proceedings— Saline SeepFallow Workshop, Highwood Bench Alkali Control Association, Highwood,
Montana. (1971), p. 5.
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acres in nineteen counties.^
The problem had increased significantly by 1971.

Speaking at the

Saline Seep-Fallow Workshop in Great Falls, Clark reported a 1971
estimate of 81,430 acres in twenty five counties.

Many people working

closely with the problem believe these are conservative estimates.

In Chouteau County

Since our paper deals with the alkali problem in the Highwood
Bench area of Chouteau County, we take particular note of the extent of
the problem in that locality.
affected acres.^

In 1969 Chouteau County reported 9,000

Oscar Pederson, District Conservationist, Ft. Benton,

estimates for 1971, 10,000 acres.

Growth Over Time

Earlier we noted the tendency for alkali spots to enlarge over
time.

Figure 3 illustrates an actual case.

Reproductions of ASCS

aerial photos indicating official acreage figures to the farmer are
presented.

In 1930 the entire field was reported as cropland.

Since

1930 the problem developed.

4

Leland Cade, "Summer Fallow Has To Go," Montana Farmer-Stockman,
(July 3, 1969), p. 9.
^Ibid.
^Oscar Pederson, personal letter, January 4, 1972.
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-Figure 3 (Continued on next page)

.Reproductions of Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service aerial maps of the
same field showing the alkali and cropland
acreage for 1956

,1966 and

1969.
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Figure 3 (continuation)

12
1950
Cropland acres
Alkali acres

113
0

1956

1966

1969

107.7
5.3

102.2
10.3

66.3
46.7

The alkali acres increased approximately 41 percent over the 39
year period.

In 1971 the affected areas were enlarging at a rate in

excess of 10 percent each year.^
The rate of growth of the affected area is closely correlated to
the annual rainfall.

Hie large increase in alkali acres from 1966 to

1969 no doubt results in part from the above average rainfall over that
period. (See Table 1, page 13).
Figure 4 clearly shows the encroachment of the alkali areas into
adjacent farmland.

Notice the spread of the salt into the seeded area.

When this field of winter wheat was seeded the previous fall the wet,
salty portion was confined to the area covered by the old weed growth.
Machinery could easily work right up to this line.

By early summer

the year the picture was taken the situation had changed considerably.

Economic Impact

To get some idea of the economic impact of the alkali problem a
simple example is given for Chouteau County.

In 1971 land sold at

about $200.00 per acre.

Yields in the county for winter wheat on fallow
O
run about 40 bushels per acre. The 10,000 acre alkali figure previously
noted therefore represents $2,000,000 in lost land.

^Miller, op. cit., p. 1.
^Oscar Pederson, personal letter,

Assuming a yield

TOTAL PRECIPITATION

Year

Highwood 7NE

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

19.97
8.14
21.76
19.41
16.07

16.81
15.08

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960

10.01
14.12
15.43
15.94
11.74

15.93
15.60
18.01
10.24

14.11
27.27
25.05
32.42
19.52

Average
Ten Years

15.26

15.28

24.99

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

10.20
17.84
11.70
22.20
20.66

10.77
19.59
12.67
23.58
22.92

21.66
33.07
20.41
42.62
34.09

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

15.75
19.52
20.47
17.03
20.02

16.63
21.40
19.06
15.16
18.99

29.63
36.65
36.30
24.43
34.95

Average
Ten Years

17.54

18.08

31.38

Average
Twenty
Years

16.40

16.68

28.19

Table 1.

Highwood

Shonkin

-

-

-

-

_

32.54
24.05

Precipitation data for three stations in the

Highwood Bench area.
Climatological Data)

(From National Weather Service

Pigure 4
(Paul Brown Photo)
View of field of winter wheat field showing encroachment of saline seep
into area which at seeding time was not affected to the point that
machinery could not operate.
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of 20 bushels per acre on an annual basis over the 10,000 acres this
represents a yearly loss in income of about $240,000. There are other
economic hardships involved such as down time from getting stuck with
equipment, time spent working around odd shaped spots, realigning
fields for acreage compliance and the reduced value of land in that
part of the county where the problem is spreading.

Our dollar illus

tration only illustrates the considerable money loss occurring from the
problem.

Other losses to the farmer and the community also occur.

CHAPTER III

GEOLOGY AND SOIL CONDITIONS
Surface Land Forms

Glaciated land forms possess peculiar characteristics readily
discemable to the trained eye.

These characteristics include local

relief, slope features and drainage patterns.

In Montana the variety

of continental glacial relief can be expressed as ranging from high
relief, choppy, moranic, kettle hole topography to smooth, nearly level,
outwash meltwater deposits.

In the former case, typified by the land

scapes of northeastern Sheridan County and extreme northern Blaine and
Phillips counties, local relief will range from 100 to 200 feet with
the distance between crests being perhaps 300-400 feet.

In contrast

the smooth outwash topography has very low relief, measured in tenths
of a foot, with expanses of several hundred yards between crests.
Typical of this type of topography is the smooth broad areas of southern
Liberty County and southwestern Hill County.
The Highwood Bench topography lies between these two extremes.
Relief is moderate with few short or steep slopes other than in
entrenched drainageways.
under one hundred feet.

Local relief generally is on the order of
In soil scientist objective terms it is des

cribed as undulating to rolling.
dient are common.

Long slopes of 2 to 8 percent gra

Figure 5 shows a typical area with contour lines at
16

.Figure 5
(Marvin Miller Photo)
Map of test well area showing ground surface contours, water table contours,
and water flow lines.
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two foot vertical intervals indicated.
Surface textures are usually in the clay loam range.

Where the

till is derived from silty or sandy bedrock formations the texture will
be loamy rather than clay loam.

In the Highwood area the underlying

bedrock is dark, fine textured marine shale of the Colorado group.

As

a result the surface textures are predominately clay loam.

Internal Soil and Geologic Features

The physical internal soil and geologic features most directly
relating to the alkali problem are textdre, thickness, premeabilglty and
mineral content of the till overburden and upper shale layers.

To

determine the character of the glacial mantle and underlying bedrock a
series of carefully logged test wells have been drilled at selected
locations on the bench.
explored in this fashion.

Part of the area covered by Figure 5 has been
The information for the lines in this illus

tration, depicting ground water elevations, were obtained from the test
wells.
The till mantle is of two different ages.

In part of the area the

older, darker colored mantle is missing and the younger, light colored
till rests directly on the shale.

The combination of these two ages of

till will vary in thickness from a few feet to sixty feet over the
shale.

A few lenses of sandy material and several gravel beds (old

temporary glacial channels of the ancestral Missouri River) are found
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lying beneath, within or on top of the glacial till.1
Below two or three feet the till material is loaded with salt
crystals.

These are usually a mixture of the chloride, sulfate or

bicarbonate salts of calcium, magnesium and sodium.

Where the percent

of sodium salts is high there is a special problem in addition to
salinity.

Certain chemical compounds of sodium cause the soil structure

to break down and the soil particles to disperse.

They also break down

organic matter and cause the condition known as ,rblack alkali."

Prob

lems associated with high sodium are especially troublesome to correct.2

Effect On Drainage

Exteirial

A rather complete net of drainageways provide good surface drain
age on the Highwood Bench.

There are few areas where enclosed basins

cause local ponding of surface*water. Many of the drainage channels
have dams constructed in them which check the water in reservoirs.
Where the water in these reservoirs comes primarily from surface run
off it is of good quality.

Where a substantial amount comes from

underground seeps it contains significant amounts of salts pre
viously mentioned.

■^Marvin R. Miller, "Hydrogeology of Saline-Seep Spots in Dryland
Farm Areas— A Preliminary Evaluation," in Proceedings— Saline Seep,FalloW Workshop, (1971), p. 2.
2Wendell Thacker, "The Relative Tolerance Of Forage and Field
Crops To Salt," in Proceedings— Saline Seep-Fallow Workshop, (1971),
p, 1.
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Internal

Hie texture (expressed as a percent of clay, silt and sand) of
both the bedrock Colorado shale and the matrix of the older till mantle
seriously restricts internal water movement.

The younger till, though

still restrictive, is not so much so as the older layers.

As a conse

quence, water movement laterally through the land form is generally
confined to the contact between the younger and the older tillj the
contact between the till

and shale bedrock; or the sandy lenses or

gravel beds mentioned earlier.

Seeps form where these features out

crop or come near the surface.

They also occur where the water table,

by virtue of its having built up in the soil, comes near the surface.
Miller says, "Preliminary information suggests that when the water
table rises to within three feet of the ground surface, the salts start
to accumulate."

Regarding the chance for effective internal drainage,

Miller adds,
X-ray analysis of the clay minerals in the glacial till
indicate 80 percent montmorilIonite (highly plastic
sodium-rich expandable clay), 15 percent illite, and 5
percent kaolinite or chlorite. The high montmorillonite content may severely hinder the chances of effectively
draining the saline areas.^
The location of the contact between the two ages of till or with
the till and shale bedrock cannot be predicated from the present sur
face topography.

Erosion patterns on the earlier land forms may have

been different than the present surface.

^Miller, op. cit., pp. 2-3.

As a result the shale may be
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near the surface on the ridges and deep in the coulees or vice versa.^
Only by drilling can the subsurface features and water table level be
determined.
Figure 6 shows a simple schematic illustrating the features and
process involved in the formation of seeped areas.
is used here for two reasons.

This illustration

First, it is useful in understanding the

problem and, second, it is a photograph of a visual aid prepared by
the Highwood Bench Alkali Control Association and used in their educa
tional efforts with farmers and agency people and thus gives an insight
into one phase of their activity.

^"Report On Wet And Saline Areas On Highwood Bench," Chouteau
County, Montana. A report prepared in 1955 by Soil Conservation Service
personnel, Soil Conservation Service, Bozeman, Montana.

FORMATION of SALINE SEEPS
recipitation

Recharge
Area

Discharge
Area wet ( saline
K>

EABLE LAYER
lie $ Glacial Till)
Mil

fater
1
1

■ ■■■.11 1____________
Figure 6

(SCS photo)

Picture of exhibit prepared by the Highwood Bench Alkali Control
Association to illustrate schematically the process of saline seep
formation.

*

CHAPTER IV

HISTORIC CONCERN AND EFFORTS TO TREAT
ALKALI PROBLEMS

Pre-1968 Awareness Of Alkali Problem

Why all the concern over alkali now?
recent origin?

Is the alkali condition of

A pamphlet distributed by the Montana Resource Develop

ment Committee in 1970 states the problem is not new.

It reports that

some alkali spots were known to have developed twenty five years ago.*
An article in the Montana Farmer-Stockman in 1969 states, "The problem
isn!t new as reported in the Montana Farmer-Stockman, 'North Slope
Alkali, September 1954.'

Farmers reported that numerous small spots

appeared 20 years ago, but the problem appeared minor and few were
concerned."
The first known federal or state agency reports on the subject
apparently appeared in 1947.^

These reports were referred to at the

meeting in Bozeman in 1969, however, all efforts to locate these reports
have failed.

%endell Thacker and Heydon Ferguson, "The Story Of Sour Fallow,"
October, 1970. (Mimeographed)
^Leland Cade, "Summer Fallow Has To Go," Montana Farmer-Stockman,
July 3, 1969, p. 8.
^Minutes of TAP Salinity Meeting, Bozeman, Montana, January 10, 1969.
23
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Several years prior to the formation of the Highwood Bench organ
ization there was concern both in that area and elsewhere within the
state.

Two examples may be cited:

in the late 1950’s at a meeting of

Soil Conservation District Supervisors in Wolf Point the problem was
discussed; in 1968 at a workshop for agricultural money lenders, held
on the Fish and Game Departments Augusta winter elk ranch, a discus
sion of research needs centered around this topic.
Various agency people have been involved and concerned with this
problem for many years.

Personnel in the SCS office in Ft. Benton were

aware of the problem in the 1940’s.^
talked with many farmers about it.

The technician in charge there
He conducted surveys and field

reviews with agronomists and engineers participating.

The general

diagnosis and recommendations that came out of these studies were very
similar to those recently developed.
Extension Service people were discussing the problem with farmers
in the early 1960’s.

Charles M. Smith, Extension Soil Scientist, Coop

erative Extension Service, saw the problem in the field during this
time.5

He contacted Cliff Hyde, Professor of Soils, Montana State

University, and received the benefit of Hyde’s ideas about the cause of
the seeps.
ing.

Here again the diagnosis was very similar to present think

As a result of Extension Service inquiry at Montana State Univer

sity, Heydon Ferguson got involved with the problem at about this same

^Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972.
^Charles M. Smith, personal letter, February 16, 1972.
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time,^
Art Shaw, Extension Agronomist, was also aware of, and concerned
about, alkali seeps. ^

It was he who later joined with Wendell Thacker,

SCS Agronomist, in urging an organized approach by the Chouteau County
people to cooperatively solving the problem.
The accelerated development of the alkali problem in the 1960's
can be attributed mainly to three things.

First, it has taken many

years of cropping under the summer fallow system to raise the watertable
to the point where seeps develop on a large scale.

Second, as can be

seen in table 1, the average precipitation for the period 1961-70 has
increased over the previous ten year period.

The increase in precipita

tion coupled with the existance of a water table already under part of
the land has accelerated the problem.

The third reason has to do with

the increased percentage of land in summerfallow each year.

Under farm

programs of the late sixties it was common to have less than half of
the cropland seeded each year.

As a result there were areas where (in

the name of soil conserving use) a given field would be double or triple
fallowed.

This practice contributed to the build-up of the ground water

supply.

^Heydon Ferguson, personal letter, January 26, 1972
^Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972
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Drainage Efforts To Control Alkali

There have been attempts to collect the excess water as it comes
to the surface and remove it through drains.

The practice is limited

because of cost, poor soil permeability, and the inconvenience it
causes in getting machinery over the land.
SCS technicians have frequently been asked to give drainage assis
tance.

Typical of these requests is one from C. H. Perry, a small

grain farmer living 12 miles southwest of Ft. Benton.

Frank Ferentchak,

SCS Irrigation and Drainage Engineer, inspected at 6,000 foot drain on
Perry's land.

This drain in places was nine feet deep.

about ten gallons per minute.

It was running

Ferentchak pointed out in his trip

report the limitations on drainage and the need to apply benefit-cost
analysis to arrive at some analytical decision on the value of drainage.
He mentions the need to consider the land taken out of production for
the drain and the inconvenience of working around the drains with
machinery.^
Mention was made earlier of the low permeability of these soils.
Drainage becomes very costly as the area effectively served by one drain
is quite limited.

A report of an investigation of the Highwood area

states:

^Letter to Claude Conant from Wendell Thacker, October 11, 1968.
q
Memo to Leland L. Holstine from Frank Ferentchak, "Drainage-Ch. H. Perry," May 13, 1963.
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The fact that there are no well defined zones of perme
ability feeding water into the wet areas and since at
least some of the areas are under some artesian pressure
the possibility of interception drainage seems unlikely.
Too, many of the areas are so small that the cost of
drainage would be more than the value of the land bene
fited."^
Another problem created by drainage is what to do with the waste
water.

The pollution aspects of running salty water into a drainageway

must be considered.

Here legal liabilities may also be involved.

Based on present knowledge of drainage, many researchers feel it
has limited use in solving alkali problems.
not shared by all.

This belief, however, is

Most observers feel there should be more study and

research on this phase of control activities.

Vegetative Efforts To Control Alkali

Early attempts at using vegetative methods of controlling alkali
spots were aimed at treating the symptoms rather than the cause.

Much

effort was made to find plants that would tolerate the high salt con
centration of the seeps.

The idea was to establish these plants in the

seeped areas to provide cover, other than weeds, and more importantly
to use up the excess ground water.

This really is no answer to the

problem since the water would still move to the seep area carrying more
salts.

Soon a point would be reached where the salt concentration

would be too high for any kind of plant growth.

•^"Report on Wet and Saline Areas On Highwood Bench," Chouteau
County, Montana. A report prepared in 1955 by Soil Conservation Service
Personnel, Soil Conservation Service, Bozeman, Montana.
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The role of vegetation as a control is summed up well by Heydon
Ferguson:

"The most reasonable means of preventing water movement

through the soil profile is to use the water for crop growth before it
penetrates beyond the root zone."~^

This could be done by planting

permanent vegetation of some type in the recharge area (see figure 6
page 22), and use for either hay, pasture or seed production.

This

would be difficult for area farmers since it would involve different
machinery and management skills than are used for small grain production.
Another alternative would he to seed to small grain every year.
Here again there are problems.

Weed, insect, and disease control

techniques would require research and modification.

The mechanical

problems of seeding into stubble would need to be solved.

Federal farm

policies would have to be adjusted or farmers would have to abandon
acreage control programs.
Many farmers have by one means or another seeded some of their
land to annual crops for several years in a row.

Glenn Bramlette

reported some of the results in a talk in Great Falls at the Saline
Seep-Fallow Workshop.

He said:

Burton Long, 'We have had satisfactory results in
recropping barley.' Fred Booth, '...after four years
of continuous cropping, 67-68-69-70, the areas have
dried up to the point where they can be farmed
entirely and in some cases growth has returned to the
areas.'
Tom Wharram, '...after two seasons of contin
uous cropping on the same fields we can definitely see

^^Heydon Ferguson, "Soils, Crops and Fertilizers," in Proceedings—
Saline Seep-Fallow Workshop, (1971) p. 1.
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quite a difference in the spread of the problem.
... I
really believe with continuous cropping in the future we
can actually gain on these bad areas and eventually get
control of them ...'. These results plus my own over
the past four years convinces me that we will be able to
control and reclaim these saline seep areas by continuous
cropping.^
Another vegetative method discussed but not employed much to date
is the use of phreatophytes to extract water from the subsoil.

Phreat-

ophytes are plants that extract large quantities of water directly from
the saturated zone beneath the water table.

Several such plants,

namely Tamarix aphylla Cathel tree), Tamarix gallica (salt cedar),
Halimodendron halodendron (salt bush) , and Medicago sativa (alfalfa)
have been selected and will be planted on an experimental basis next
spring.13
Notwithstanding several new problems of a technical, managerial
or political nature, the use of continuous growing cover on the recharge
area offers real promise in control of alkali seeps.

12

Glenn Bramiette, ’’Control of Saline Seeps By Continuous Cropping,"
in Proceedings--Saline Seep-Fallow Workshop, (1971) pp. 2-3.
l^Marvin R. Miller, "Hydrogeology of Saline-Seep Spots In Dryland
Farm Areas-A Preliminary Evaluation," in Proceedings--Saline SeepFallow Workshop, C1971) p. 3.

CHAPTER V

ACCELERATED LANDOWNER AWARENESS OF PROBLEM
AND COROLLARY AGENCY CONCERN

The Evolvement Of The Technical Action
Panel (TAP) Commitment

Pressures really started to build in 1968 for something more than
piecemeal efforts to solve the alkali problem.

A few farmers in the

Highwood and Ft. Benton areas were beginning to appreciate that summerfallow, and especially double and triple fallow, was a first level con
tributor to the problem.

As noted earlier, several agency and state

college people not only were aware of the problem but had sound explana
tions for its cause.

Something was needed to tie the pieces into a

practical yet effective package.
Much was needed in the way of research and special studies in all
aspects of the problem.

To be effective, requests for such studies and

research need to have organization and broad application potential
behind them.

They also need funding.

to be adjusted.

Federal farm programs might have

This takes organization and political muscle.

All the

land in a community or a logical geographic area needs to be treated
together.

This is especially true since the recharge areas may be on

different ownership than the discharge areas. Thus total neighbor
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cooperation is essential.

This takes organization.

No matter what

aspect of the problem you look at, it becomes apparent that "organization11
is vital to a dynamic, continuing effort.
Farmer interest was at a high pitch in 1968.
for this appears related to the rainfall pattern.

The principle reason
Table 1 shows that in

three of the four previous years the precipitation was above the ten year
average.

This additional moisture increased the size of the alkali

spots markedly,
Wendell Thacker, in his staff position as SCS Agronomist, had been
asked by several SCS District Conservationists to give assistance with
the alkali problem.

He had been in the field several times in Fergus

and Judith Basin Counties,

In 1968 he was asked by Oscar Pederson,

District Conservationist in Chouteau County, for help.

Many times when

Thacker, or for that matter other agency’s specialists, met with farmers
and looked over their land, they made recommendations for alleviating
the problem.
had been done.

A check back later would reveal nothing really significant
With this history of no follow-through on recommenda

tions on the part of the farmer, Thacker was convinced some other means
would need to be employed to get action.*
During this time the agencies of the United States Department of
Agriculture were organized into state and county Technical Action Panels
CTAP),

Representatives of each agency, plus other knowledgeable people

where invited, were on the panel, and the resources of each agency were
supposedly at the panel's disposal.

The purpose of TAP was to

^Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972

provide
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a panel of experts to Kelp solve problems relating to land, water, and
plant use.

In theory* the TAP approach was sound, but in practice it

never really got rolling in most areas.

Its role was viewed with

skepticism by not only the rural public but also by many of its members
as well.
The principal weakness in TAP seemed to be the fact that no one
would take the time needed to really coordinate a program or problem
and act as liaison to see it through.
and discuss a problem.

The local county TAP would meet

If it required resources of time and talent

from outside the county they would pass the problem on to the state TAP.
Here it would he reviewed and given the state's blessing, but if no one
would doggedly champion the particular cause it would simply be set
aside for someone to work on it if they had time.
Thacker was convinced that TAP had the potential for getting the
solution to the alkali problem off the ground.

He discussed this with

A. F. Shaw who agreed to join in suggesting this approach.

On May 29,

1968 these two sent a memorandum to Oscar Pederson and George Erickson
(District Conservationist, SCS, and County Agent, Extension Service
respectively) suggesting the TAP approach and pledging support and
assistance.2

in this memorandum they also suggested sending a question

naire to farmers in the Highwood area to gather information on the
extent of the problem and farmer awareness of it.

They further sug

gested that an effort be made to get local farmers behind a request to
the state TAP for help.

2Memo to George Erickson and Oscar Pederson, from A. F. Shaw and
Wendell Thacker, May 29, 1968.
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The Chouteau County TAP was willing to give this approach a try.
In June they formally advised.the state TAP of the problem.

During the

summer they conducted a survey, using the questionaire Thacker and Shaw
had suggested, and tabulated the results.

As a result of the survey

the Chouteau County TAP was joined by six other county organizations in
requesting the state TAP give direct assistance.

These six groups were

the Chouteau County Soil Conservation District, the Big Sandy Soil Con^
servation District, the Chouteau County Commissioners, the Chouteau
County ASCS, the Chouteau County Farmers Union and the Chouteau County
Farm Bureau.^
Claude Conant, Farmers Home Administration, was serving as execu
tive secretary for the state TAP.

During the fall he kept in touch

with Thacker and when the suggestion was made to have a meeting of state
level representatives of all USDA agencies to discuss what could be
done, he agreed and set up the meeting.
When the meeting was held three Highwood area farmers, Norris
Hanford, Glenn Bramlette and Fred Booth, drove to Bozeman to sit in on
it.^

The fact that these three wouldckive to Bozeman to plead their

case impressed the agency people.

Their presence was convincing proof

that they needed help, wanted it, and were willing to battle to get it.
Looking back it seems this was a turning point in the problem-solving.

^Letter from Chouteau County TAP to Montana State TAP, September
10, 1968.
^Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972.
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The farmers presence convinced the agency people and the fact of the
agency people calling the meeting gave confidence to the farmers.

The

two groups actions proved re-inforcing.
All agencies were not equally committed to the alkali cause at this
point.

Later as the legal district was formed, and studies and research

projects got underway', more enthusiasm developed.

In addition, the

organized Highwood group was speaking more and more to people in high
places and this perhaps had an influence on agency participation at the
state and local level.
By- September Norman Wheeler, FHA Director and State TAP Chairman
was prepared to issue a statement regarding TAP commitment to the alkali
project.

This statement was in the form of the findings and recommenda

tions of the TAP subcommittee on seeped and saline soils.

The subcom

mittee made several recommendations on proposed programs and projects
relating to alkali control.

These proposals were accepted by the state

TAP executive committee and provided formal commitment of TAP to the
alkali control cause. 5

Formation Of Informal Association

From this nucleus of the three farmers just mentioned, plus two
more, Burton Long and Tom Wharram, the informal Highwood Bench Alkali
. Association was formed.**

The purpose of this organization was to

5Letter to Oscar Pederson, District Conservationist, SCS, from
Norman C, Wheeler, Chairman, State TAP.
^Minutes of State TAP Subcommittee on Problems of Wet and Saline
Soils, Montana State University, March 21, 1969.
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promote research, educate farmers to the problem, and in general,
promote a control project.

As a group they also could approach and

work with agencies more effectively.
By April some 75 farmers had joined this volunteer association.
Members were assessed dues in order that the association might have
some money to help get the project moving.

With the money they raised

they published an information newsletter, bought a rain gage, and
financed part-time work-study help.

They also bought aerial photos to

assist in the project.^
The original request for formal Montana State University involve-^
ment was made by this association.®

In addition they petitioned ASCS

for a reductipn in their conserving base.^

Their request was routed to

Washington where it was reviewed and received a favorable report back
to the state to allow it.^®
As the farmers operated within the informal association they had
formed they soon saw where there would he advantage to organizing
legally under state law.

They could then levy taxes against themselves

^Letter to J. A. Asleson, Dean of Agriculture, Montana State
University, from Burton Long, Association Secretary. April 30, 1969.
®Ibid.
^"Conserving base" is a term used by ASCS to identify those acres
which must be maintained by a producer Cf&rmer) who is participating in
a price support program, in what is designated as soil conserving use.
Summerfallow is designated as a conserving use. To get price support
for crops grown, the conserving base minimum must be maintained. 'This
precludes planting supported crops on summerfallow land that is part of
the base.
-^Minutes of State TAP Subcommittee on Problems of Wet
Soils, Montana State University, March 21, 1969.
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and make commitments not possible with the informal structure.
this in mind the process of legal formation began.

With

CHAPTER VI

ROLE OF LEGISLATURE AND STATE AGENCIES
IN LEGAL DISTRICT FORMATION

Enabling Legislation

One of the disadvantages of approaching problem-solving withlegal
group action is the lack of available statutory authority to organize.
In Montana, prior to 1969, there were no laws Under which districts,
such as the Highwood Bench Alkali Association, could easily form.

The

Montana Soil Conservation Committee and the Montana Association of
Conservation Districts were aware of this.

They went to the 1969 Legis

lature with a proposal to amend the enabling legislation then on the
statutes to provide for special district formation.

This attempt at

amendment succeeded and was signed into law.
Section 76-224 of the law, as amended, gives Soil Conservation
Districts authority to establish special project areas where 50 percent
of the free holders so petition.

It also provides for making special

assessments within these districts.

Sections 76-225, -226, -227, -228

and -229 of the act prescribe the method of conducting hearings and
elections, filing notice of creation, handling protests to formation,
defining area and handling expenses of special districts.*

^Montana Soil and ffater Conservation Districts Law, As Amended 1969,
Cooperative Extension Service, Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana.
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Chouteau County Soil and Water Conservation
District as Sponsor

Soon after the enabling law was amended the informal Highwood
Bench Alkali Association began working to organize as a legal entity.
The Chouteau County Soil and Water Conservation District Board was
favorably inclined to act as the sponsor under the new law.

There was

an interlocking directorate here as Tom Wharram served on both the SWCD
and Highwood Bench Association boards.
SWCD was anxious to help.

Even without this feature the

Most of the SWCD board Cone exception will

be mentioned later), and the already active informal group of farmers
went to work gathering information, discussing the proposal to legally
organize and getting freeholders' signatures on a petition to do so.

Chronology of Alkali District Formation
Petition to organize

On January 6, 1970 a petition signed by 160 freeholders in the
Highwood and Ft. Benton areas was filed as required with the Chouteau
County Soil and Water Conservation District.2

Establishing proposed boundaries

In the initial proposal the district boundaries were related to
already existing school districts.

All of four school districts and

2Notice of Hearing Upon Special Project Area. Chouteau County Soil
and Water Conservation District, Ft. Benton, Montana, January 14, 1970.
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two townships in a fifth were included.3

At the hearing, landowners

were advised thejr could petition out of the district. A few later did
where they were in the fringe area and were not affected with the
problem.

Hearings

The public hearing was advertized on January 14, 19704 and held
February 10, 1970.

After discussion involving the proposed district

boundaries, and the process of petitioning out of the district, the
petition was accepted by a unanimous vote of the SWCD board present.

A

date for the election was set and a polling superintendent was named.5

Information activities prior to vote

Mention was made earlier of the information activities of the
informal alkali association.

When a date was set for the election they

set a date for a public information meeting.^

This meeting along with

newsletters and personal contact provided information to the landowners
on the proposed legal district formation.

3Ibid.
4 Ibid.
^Minutes of Public Hearing To Establish A Special Project Area On
Highwood Bench, Ft. Benton, Montana, February 10, 1971.
6Ibid.
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Results of special election

Landowners expressed themselves about the proposed district at
the polls on April 7, 197Q.
challenge votes.

The vote was 72 for, 27 against and 21

The challenge votes were never opened,^

The legal district was formed.

It remained then for the land

owners under the direction of the Chouteau County SWCD to organize.
The officers of the

old informal district

were installed as the new

officers.
Actually little, if any, change in purpose, commitment or goals
occurred with the change from an informal to a formal legal organizar
tion.

In the remainder of this paper the events and circumstances

discussed will make no differentiation with regard to these two associa
tions.

The principle advantages gained by the legal organization were

taxing ability, continuity, and a favorable position of leverage with
regard to approaching agencies of government for assistance.

As far as

the individual efforts of the activists in the association there is
nothing to indicate any major change with the change in organizational
status.

^Minutes of Chouteau County SWCD Meeting, Ft. Benton, Montana,
April 7, 1970.

CHAPTER VII

DISTRICT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
Approach, To Agencies of Federal
And State Government

When visiting with the leaders of the Highwood Bench Alkali Control
Association (HBACA) one is impressed with their grasp of the alkali
problem.

They are extremely knowledgeable regarding what is known about

saline seeps as well as the research that is currently going on.

They

make a real effort to study all phases of the problem and are well read
on the subject.

This self assurance and confidence puts these people

in a very favorable position when they talk with researchers and agency
administrators.

You get the feeling right away that these are people

who know what they are talking about.
They recognize where help is needed and have developed a knowledge
of public agency operations so they know where to go with a particular
problem.

They are quick to admit that this whole experience has been

a real education for them.
Because they have made themselves knowledgeable, they are able to
take a very direct approach to agencies for help.

For example, at the

January 10, 1969 meeting referred to earlier, of the 21 people present
18 of them were researchers, specialists or agency administrators.
Glenn Bramlette, Norris Hanford and Fred Booth were the three farmers.
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Later Thacker, who was at the meeting, remarked on the able way these
people expressed themselves.

Thacker feels the fact that these three

farmers made this direct appeal to the agency group in such an able
fashion, was responsible in large measure for the subsequent interest
by the agencies.*
Whenever the Association has felt a particular agency could help
them, they went directly to the agency with a request.

It was as a

result of such a request in May 1969, that the Montana Bureau of Mines
and Geology got involved.^

In April 1969, the Association wrote J. A.

Asleson, Dean of the School of Agriculture, Montana State University,
and asked what the University would do for them.^

They made similar

requests to the Montana Experiment Station and Agricultural Research
Service.

These same agencies were members of TAP and were getting the

pressure from there as well as from the Association.

As a result of one

or both, they all went to work on the project.

Level Of Commitment By Local People
And Its Effect On Agency Inputs

We have already seen where one of the primary purposes of legal
organization was to provide for assessing a levy against property in
the district.

Earlier, members of the informal association were making

*Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972.
^Marvin R. Miller, personal letter, January 14,1972.
•z
^Letter to J. A. Asleson, from Burton Long, Association Secretary,
April 30, 1969.
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donations to help solve the problem.

This alone is a pretty convincing

argument that you are really behind the effort. Such voluntary finan
cial commitment alone sells the program to others who can help.
Paul L . Brown says it very well.
The fact that the Highwood Alkali Control Association
is taxing themselves is very significant. It gives
the members a sense of participation. It demonstrates
to all that the Association is vitally interested in
solving the problem.4
Another measure of commitment is the amount of time individual
members of the Association are willing to put into the project.
members, mostly the officers of the Association, have spent

Several

many days of

their time, working on the alkali problem not only in their own area,
but all around the state.
In one instance, Cthe Saline Seep-Fallow Workshop), Glenn Bramlette,
Norris Hanford, Burton Long, Fred Booth and Tom Wharram, spent days
planning, preparing for, and helping put on a special workshop.

While

this was aimed at Highwood Bench farmers, it was also advertized over
the state.

The farmers mentioned were largely responsible for selling

the research people on the need for such a meeting.

Their enthusiasm

was contagious and the meeting, held in Great Falls, turned

out to be a

real success with about 300 people attending.^
After this meeting several other locations in the state became
interested in holding a similar session.

Several more meetings were

scheduled and this same group of farmers went ’’stumping" the state on

^Paul L. Brown, personal letter, December 23/ 1971.
5Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972.
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their own time in the interest of saving the land resource.^

At the

time this paper is being prepared.Norris Hanford is in Washington D. C.
testifying before congressional committees in the interest of getting
research money for the project.
(Mr. Hanford’s assistance to the Master of Resource Administration
Program is typical of his efforts.

An invitation to meet with this

group for an evening in Great Falls in November of 1971 to discuss the
alkali problem, brought an immediate affirmative response.)
The point is that high level commitment on the part of local people
really makes the project go.

This interest was in part spontaneous with

them and in part generated by a few key agency people, a facet which
will be discussed in the next chapter.

6

ibta.

CHAPTER VIII

STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY CONTRIBUTIONS
Chouteau County Soil and Water
Conservation District

The Chouteau County SWCD through the revised district enabling law
served as the vehicle for legal organization of the special alkali
district.

They assisted in preparing the petition and in getting signa

tures to it.

They conducted the hearings on the proposal to form the

new district.V They hired the polling officers for the special election.
As sponsor, they have a continual obligation to review and approve
the annual budget and request for mill levy of the special district,
and request the county officials to levy the tax.
Even before the legal formation of the alkali control district, the
SWCD was active in seeking solutions to the problem.

They met with

interested farmers and discussed programs with them.

They gave priority

to controlling saline seeps in their annual work plans and, where
appropriate, acted as agents in getting support from other agencies.

^Notice of Hearing Upon Special Project Area, Chouteau County Soil
and Water Conservation District, Ft. Benton, Montana, January 14, 1970.
^Personal conversation with Tom Wharram, April 1970.
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Montana State Soil Conservation Committee

This state body was particularly helpful in getting the legisla
ture to amend the district law to provide for formation of special
districts.

Since this was the first application of the new law the

Executive Secretary of the State Committee worked closely with the
Chouteau County people in an advisory capacity.

He also obtained for

them opinions from the State Attorney General1s office regarding appli
cation of the new law.^

Montana State University and Montana
Agricultural Experiment Station

These two institutions are so closely associated they are considered
one here.

Together they have supported the project both in interest

(attending meetings, field trips, and planning sessions) and in research.
They received a $30,000 grant from the Agricultural Research Service
CARS),

They prepared the research plan upon which the grant was based

and have administered the funds.

They have provided a full time tech

nician to work in residence on the project and assist all other
researchers.^

Ferguson is also acting as research coordinator on the

project.^

^Personal conversation with 0. M. Ueland, Executive Secretary to
the State Soil Conservation Committee, March 9, 1972.
^Heydon Ferguson, personal letter, January 26, 1972.
5Charles Smith, personal letter, February 16, 1972.
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Through, the Moccasin Branch Station the Agricultural Experiment
Station established research plots to study cropping intensity- treat
ments to determine the degree of soil moisture use.
started under the direction of Ray Choriki.

This work was

Tom Hanson, Agricultural

Engineer with the Experiment Station, is researching the feasibility
of drainage.^

e

.

Hehn, Head,

Plant and Soil Science Department,

Montana State University, has actively supported the project.

He has

attended planning sessions, information meetings, and field trips.

Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology

The Bureau got involved in the hydrogeological aspects of the
alkali problem as a result of an invitation to attend a meeting of the
original Highwood Bench Alkali Association.

Marvin Miller, Hydro

geologist with the Bureau, has spent a considerable amount of time on
the project.

Hfe installed a large number of test wells and is doing

research on the water table in relation to the surface and subsurface
land features.

He is also doing chemical analysis of the ground water.^

The Montana Joint Water Research Center is cooperating with the
Bureau of Mines and Geology in this phase of the work.

Their joint

effort in dollars over the period 1969-72 will total $31,660.8

^Letter to Glenn Bramlette from C. R. Hehn, May 10, 1969.
7Heydon Ferguson, personal letter, January 26, 1972.
8Marvin Miller, personal letter, January 14, 1972.
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Cooperative Extension Service

The county agent for Chouteau County and Charles Smith have been
the most active members of the

Extension Service to be associated with

the research and district activities.

The county agent, George Erickson,

has assisted both the Chouteau County SWCD and the Highwood Bench
Alkali Association with their programs.
Smith worked with Experiment Station personnel in setting up the
experiment seeking to determine if crop management and fertilizers
would affect water use.9

He was also very active, especially in the

early stages, in encouraging and assisting local people to get their
district organized and research going.10
The Cooperative Extension Service contributed the duplication of
materials used at the various meetings around the state on this subject
over the past few years.

Agricultural Research Service

Paul Brown, ARS, has been very active for the past three years in
the research phase of the alkali problem.
water U s e by various crops.

He is working in the area of

As of October^ 1970 he was committed to

spend 20 percent of his time to the project.
increased to 40 percent.11

By July

1971 this had

In addition the $30,000 grant to the

9Charles Smith, personal letter, February 16, 1972.
^Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972.
^Paul L. Brown, personal letter, December 23, 1971.
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Experiment Station mentioned earlier, came from ARS.

Agricultural Stabilization And
Conservation Service

The agency is responsible for administering the acreage control
and allotment programs of the Department of Agriculture.

When peti

tioned by the Highwood Bench farmers for a reduction in conserving
base acres, they responded by lowering bases on several farms.12

This

allowed for easier continuous cropping of fields considered as critical
recharge areas.

Farmers Home Administration

The principle contribution of this agency was the part Claude
Conant played as executive secretary to the state TAP.
FHA director was chairman of this group.

Also, the state

Their support in the approach

described in Chapter V of this paper helped get the program going.

Soil Conservation Service

Soil Conservation Service involvement perhaps dates back further
than that of any other agency.

Reference was made earlier to the requests

for their assistance in the 1940fs and 1950’s.

SCS personnel had been

giving assistance with-drainage and making recommendations for using

l^Leo Kolstad, ASCS State Executive Director, personal letter,
December 30, 1971.
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plant cover as a control of the seep problem fo r y e a rs . *3 14

A review

of correspondence, reports and minutes of various meetings, held during
the time momentum was building for an organization, shows that at the
local level Oscar Pederson, SCS District Conservationist, was putting
a great amount of time and effort toward the program.

At the same time

Wendell Thacker, SCS State Agronomist, was working continually at the
state level in support of it.

The Area Conservationist at Great Falls

likewise put high priority on helping with the special district formation.
As accelerated field work got underway the SCS State Office made
their drill rig available for drilling the test wells.

The SCS geologist

and area staff soil scientist spent much time logging the test holes.
In addition the soil scientist, Clair Clark, made special soil surveys
of the experimental plot areas and classified the test hole areas.
In 1970 the Highwood Bench Alkali Association felt the control
program would benefit if a topographic map of the entire area was
available.

The SCS agreed to prepare a Kelch topographic map.

The

control survey for this took many weeks of technician and engineer
time.

l^Memo to Leland L. Holstine from Frank Ferentchak, ’’DrainageC. H. Perry,” May 13, 1963.
■^"Report on Wet and Saline Areas On Highwood Bench,” Chouteau
County, Montana. A report prepared in 1955 by Soil Conservation
Service personnel, Soil Conservation Service, Bozeman, Montana.
l^Heydon Ferguson, personal letter, January 26, 1972.
16personal conversation with Wayne Otto, SCS Area engineer April
1972.
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A. B. Lindord, State Conseryationist, has continually supported
the work by both personal involvement and by makingteehlcal time and
equipment avai1ab 1e .

Other

There are other groups who have had important if minor roles in
helping on the alkali problem.

The Board of Countyv Commissioners have

cooperated in the establishment of the special project area.

The

Economic Research Service helped with the workshop in Great Falls,
Neighboring Soil Conservation Districts cooperated in giving up SCS
technical time to the project.

-^Wendell Thacker, The Control and Prevention of Saline Seeps on
Fallow Land, a progress report, Bozeman, Montana, March 1971, flyleaf.

CHAPTER IX

EVALUATION OF FORMAL DISTRICT— MULTI-AGENCY
APPROACH TO PROBLEM SOLVING

Advantage Of District Versus Individual Effort
In Solving The Alkali Problem

Many reasons supporting an organized district approach over indivi
dual effort have been advanced.
ize the most important of these.

An attempt will be made here to summar
Paul L. Brown wrote:

As of 1971, the grass roots request is about the only
approach that will produce federal funds to attack agri
cultural problems. The fact that the Highwood Alkali
Control Association is taxing themselves to provide some
funds to solve the problem is very significant. It gives
the members a sense of participation, It demonstrates
to all that the Association is vitally interested in
solving the problem, V
Miller says the fact of the farmers organizing themselves, "...unified
their efforts, and amplified the urgency of the problem."2
Thacker has made the point that agencies are reluctant to tackle
large problems requiring much time and money unless they are pretty
sure some real action will develop when answers are found,

The shear

weight of numbers is important if you speak as a large body rather than

Ipaul L. Brown, personal letter, December 23, 1971.
2
Marvin Miller, personal letter, January 14, 1972.
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an individual, or for that matter several individuals.
All of these are valid points.

Given the variety and large number

of demands on public funds, the inclination of public servants entrusted
with their disbursement is to assure the best possible use of such funds.
In the case of agricultural research, one measure of predictable use of
new findings is the interest displayed by fund seekers in the discovery
process.

What Brown is saying is that those in charge of research funds

look to the type and level of organization of a group, as well as the
group willingness to dig into their own pockets, as a measure of predict
ing to what extent the fruits of the research will be used.

The cases

with the highest predictable use will be in a favorable position relative
to those with lower estimated potential use.
The unifying and amplifying effect, mentioned by Miller, is of
great importance.
Bench project.

This is especially true in a case like the Highwood

The problem covers a wide area.

The recharge area and

the discharge areas will often be on different ownerships.

Unless some

vehicle is found to promote "commonality," the chances of success in
solving the problem are reduced.

Good neighborliness seems to be

reinforced through an organization.
A viable organization has the ability to pull people together in
educational and informational type meetings.

In the case under consider

ation, the fact of people knowing they were going to go to a certain
meeting seems to have encouraged some prepartation for it on their part.
Conversations with several agency people most involved, indicates they

%endell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972.
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feel the level of knowledge of the fanners seems greatly Increased
r

where they are involved in meetings.

They feel this is not due alone

to what the people hear at the meeting, but in large measure because
they want to use.their time to best advantage, so study and talk among
themselves ahead of time in order to ask the best kinds of questions.
The amplification came in this case because many people had the
*

problem and did not realize it or did not realize something could be
done about it.

Also those people in the recharge areas, who had few or

no alkali spots on them, were not always aware of their own involvement.
The move to create the special district caused many to ask:

"Why”?

*■

When they fpund out why, they added their voices and influence to the
#
t
cause. The organization provides a vehicle for getting efficiency from
individual participation.

Rather than several people making identical

inquiries or contacts, one person in the name of the organization can
make them.

Busy administrators and research people really appreciate
*
an organization taking on the burden of diseminating information. Under

standably, they would prefer to spend their time in discussion with a
few well informed people rather than with each person with the problem.
A formal organization can find, from among its members, the best informed
and most interested and arrange for them to be the agency contact.
A final point in favor of a formal organization is the feeling the
local farmers have about this approach.

In conversation, many of them

have expressed the feeling the Association is doing for them what they
could not do without it.

That the district inspires this confidence and

optimism is a convincing argument in its favor.
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Effectiveness of Interagency Effort

Problems due to policy, organizational or personnel conflicts

By request, seven people most actively involved in research or
other assistance to the Highwood Bench Alkali Control District,
responded to questions related to their agency's involvement and the
interaction between agencies and personnel.

The general response was

highly complimentary of the cooperation between agencies.

In fact all

respondents felt positively about the interagency relations.

Ferguson

stated, "I can only be amazed at the cooperation between the agencies.
Brown said, "Maybe part of the spirit of cooperation is due to the lack
of adequate funding.

We've all had to scrounge and help each other in

order to accomplish what we have done to date."^
Only two problems of significance (and this only minor in retro
spect)

seem to have occured.

One of these relates to agency policy

or objective and the other to individual personalities.
The first of these conflicts, regarding agency objectives,
involves the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS)
and the request for a reduction in the conserving base for certain
farms.6

Of those agencies involved in this project, ASCS is unique in

that its role is regulatory and has a "permissive" relationship to

^Heydon Feguson, personal letter, January 26, 1972.
Spaul L. Brown, personal letter, December 23, 1971.
^See footnote No. 9 on page 35 Chapter 5.
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Farmers regarding the farm programs they administer.

All the other

agencies concerned are service oriented, either in research education
or technical assistance.

This difference in itself creates the possi

bility for conflict.
The County ASCS Committee has the sometimes unpleasant task of
cutting back acreages or adjusting average yields.

The probability that

farmers in other parts of the county would complain about what appeared
to be an advantage to the Highwood Bench farmers must have been cause
for concern to the committee.

The way they handled the request for a

conserving base reduction gives the impression they wanted someone else
to make the hard decision, or else they were wary because of the prece
dent this adjustment would create.7
Later on, and after a downward adjustment in conserving base was
made, another conflict arose.

This involved the paradox that in order

to continuously use annual crops as a means of depleting deep soil
moisture, some means of increasing surface moisture would be necessary.
This would assure enough surface moisture to get a crop started every
year.

In order to do this some farmers are using grass wind barriers

spaced at 30 to 50 foot intervals across the field (see figure 2,
page 7).

These barriers trap snow during the winter which then provides

^The request for adjustment in conserving base went to the Chouteau
County ASCS Committee.
(A committee of three Chouteau County Farmers)
They could have acted to approve the request but chose rather to pass
it on to the state committee. The state committee, rathervthan advise,
passed the request on to their Washington D. C. office. The Washington
office then informed the county office, through the state office, that
written policy already in their hands gave them authority to make
adjustments.
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the extra moisture needed.
The ASCS objected to the fact that they had granted conserving
base adjustments to allow for continuous cropping only to have the
grass barriers employed to catch more moisture.

They failed to see

that in order to use water you had to save more at certain times.

This

conflict was resolved, but only after some considerable exchange
between ASCS and an alkali Association official.
One other event may have had significance.

There was an inter

locking directorate relationship until mid 1970 between the ASCS and
the Chouteau County SWCD.

The County ASCS Committee Chairman was also

a member of the SWCD board.

He was not present at the SWCD meeting

when the petition for forming the Highwood Bench alkali Control Associa
tion was accepted.

Shortly after the favorable vote on forming the

special district he resigned his position on the SWCD board.
The second difficulty stemmed from the reluctance of some Extension
Service personnel to be aggressive in the education aspects of the
program.

At least one County Agent expressed the feeling:

"This is

entirely a research problem and should only involve research agencies."
An attempt to get county agents involved in the February 1971 workshop
in Great Falls, by those planning the meeting, was relatively ineffec
tive.
There were and are other minor jealousies and conflicts apparent.
Perhaps these are actually assets rather than liabilities.
the principals expressed it:

As one of

"The differences between agencies are

healthy and sharpen the focus on the problem.

Solving them is benefi

cial to a perspective of the problem and increases appreciation of each
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agency fs dependence on the others."®

Strength of multi-agency approach

With a problem as complex as this one, no one agency has all the
answers.

Some of the agencies, namely SCS, Montana State University,

ARS and the Agricultural Experiment Station, have developed expertise
over a wide field of disciplines.

With the SCS this is more of a

practical, "on the ground," kind of experience.

With the other three

it is more of a matter of research experience.
With ASCS, FHA, Cooperative Extension Service (CES), and the
Bureau of Mines and Geology the expertise is narrower.

With ASCS it

relates to regulation of acreage allotments and average yields as well
as dispersing cost sharing and subsidy payments, FHA specializes in
farm finance, CES in education and information and Bureau of Mines and
Geology in Geologic, Hydrogeologic, and mineralogical* areas.
Any one agency, and in this case several, might have a casual
knowledge of the total problem.

However in this type of problem-

solving, intimate, accurate knowledge as well as experience in general
application is necessary.

For this reason there is real strength in
/

a multi-agency relationship with all sharing in the responsibility of
finding a solution to the problem.
One agency could have acted as the sole partner with the Associa
tion and have continually gone to the other agencies for help.

®Wendell Thacker, personal letter, January 6, 1972

This
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would not bring the joint concern and feeling of responsibility that
is had by all sharing together the role of assisting the local organ
ization.

In other words, in the multi-agency approach each is helping

the Highwood Bench Alkali Control Association.

If any one were to take

sole responsibility the others would be placed in the role of helping
another public agency rather than helping a grass roots organization.
The real strength in the TAP concept is this joint partnership approach
to problem-solving.

CHAPTER X

SUMMARY

No one associated with the Highwood Bench Alkali Control Associa
tion seems ready to say the saline seep problem is solved.

They do feel

optimistic about solving the problem.
Research is currently underway in several areas.

These include

the nature and extent of the water table, the effect of water extraction
by different cropping systems, the effect of fertilization on water
extraction by plants, and new kinds of plants which would be useful to
help lower the water table.

Farmers are looking for answers to new

problems they must face with changes in their operations required to
solve the seep problem.

They are concerned about weeds, insects,

plant diseases, management of crop residue from annual cropping and
other related matters.
They are concerned about polluting surface water with salts.

In

this day of ecological awareness it is interesting to consider the
ecological damage as a result of overstocking the groundwater

table.

(Ironically we are usually talking about the adverse effect of lowering
the water table.)

We have pointed out in this paper that as the stock

of groundwater is increased the potential for additional saline seeps
increases.

This in turn increases the pollution potential for the

entire watershed.
In solving resource problems a vehicle is needed to unite,
60
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encourage, solidify and facilitate farmers! efforts.

In the case

under consideration, reports going back, several years evidence the
existahce of the problem, something of its cause, and even offered
possible solutions; however for years little was done.

This was

partly because the problem was viewed as not really acute and partly
because a viable vehicle for transforming concern to action was not
yet developed.

This Vehicle seems to exist now for the Highwood area

people in the form of TAP and the Highwood Bench Alkali Control Asso*
ciation.*

Most of the progress in problem-solving to date has come

about through these two entities.
Certain features seem to be critical in the success of the multi
agency and special district approach used.
problem:

First, there must be a

real, easy to see, and of fairly wide concern.

Second, the

organization must concentrate vdiere the problem is of priority concern
to the landowners.

(This may mean leaving a few people outside the

district boundaries and anxious to get in.)

Third, there is a need

for a person, or persons, willing to make the sacrifice of devoting
unselfishly of their time and energy to act as a coordinator or thread
of continuity and stability, at least in the early stages.
The Highwood Bench Alkali Control Association had all

three* They

had the problem, which was economically critical and of concern over an
area international in size.

They confined their district to an area

where the problem was most acute and where the average farmer was quite

iTAP no longer exists. The role of the agencies that were
involved remains much the same but the name of the ‘’federation" of
agencies is now "Committee for Rural Development" (CRD).
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concerned.
On the third item, and looking hack on the history of the case,
it seems like the right people were in key positions.

Five farmers,

(Norris Hanford, Glenn Bramlette, Fred Booth* Tom Wharram and Burton
Long), have devoted themselves to the special district.

In correspon

dence with agency people and by direct inquiry of some of the farmer
leaders, two individuals stand out as providing similar service through
TAP.

They are Oscar Pederson, District Conservationist, SCS, and

Wendell Thacker, Conservation Agronomist, SCS.
Pederson spent a tremendous amount of time at the local level
working with agencies and farmers to get the project going.

His talent

for always keeping the action moving without himself being in the lime
light seemed to be just the right method for getting the job done.

At

the state level Thacker’s grasp of the problem, his acquaintence with
other key agency people, and his personal conviction of the value of
the TAP approach seems to have made his role most critical.
These key people were not moved into their respective positions
and relationships just because of the alkali problem.

Rather, their

involvement developed as a result of them seeing this as one of many
problems they could and should deal with in the total responsibility
of their jobs.

As they developed a personal interest in the problem

they reinforced each other in a way that would not have been possible
had they not each possessed the interest, philosophy, and ability
they did.
In addition to these individuals there was a high level of coop
eration from most of the others concerned.

Several agency people
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commented on the fact that this project has had less personal empirebuilding and bureaucratic tendencies than any multi-agency project
they have worked on.
There is reason for optimism.

Already some answers seem to be

coming but more importantly the human machinery seems to have been
’’tuned*' and adjusted to the point where it can handle the yet
unanswered problems.
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Fort Benton, Montana
September 10, 1968

State Technical Action Panel
Box 350
Bozeman, Montana
Gentlemen:
Chouteau County has an alkali problem that Is very severe In the
Hlghwood Bench land, Geraldine, and Big Sandy areas.
We, the undersigned, request your guidance In securing the assist
ance of the appropriate agencies for help.
The Chouteau County Technical Action Panel has just recently completed
an Inventory, by mall, to Individual farmers.
The returns show great concern.
The acreage of valuaole cropland turning to alkali Is growing year by year
and, of course. Is a great economic loss to the economy of our county as
well as the Individuals directly affected.
We will appreciate a reply from you for recommended action.
We
realize there Is no easy cure-all for it out perhaps there Is more that
can be don* than we are aware of at the present by a concerted effort.
Signed:

Ihouteau County

District

Chouteau County Coainlssloners

Chouteau County Farm Bbreau

Chouteau County Farmers Union

Cnouteau County ASCS

Chouteau County Technical 'Action Pane

'

CHOUTEAU,.CPWWTX

• ?' -

AMENDED *

or

hearuot upon cr ea t io n of a p r o je c t area

n o t ic e

r

SOIL AMD WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

:

c iio u t k a u

CHOUTEAU COUNTY

rrmRACiix; land l v jn r
ih
) . u t t h iii t i »e
_
_______
SOIL AND ..’ATER CONSERVATION D1 S T R IC T (s).

c o m it y <s

UIQJRRAS, o n the 61 h day o f J u n u o r v . 19_70_, there w o* duly filed In tfa
office of the Choutcuii C o u n t y
Soil and” Water Conservation District at
F o r t R e n t o n ______ » Montana, a petition signed by 160
freeholders pursuant
to the provisions of the soil and water conservation districts law, (Sec
tions 76-101 to 76-117, 76-201 to 76-219, Revised Codes of Montara 1947, as
anonded, and House Bill 179, Sections 1 through 25, Chapter 291, Montana
Seealon Laws 1969) requesting the creation of a H i n h w o o d Alkali Control District
project a r e a within the
Chouteau Countv
Soil and Water Conserva
t ion Dlstrlct(s); and
WHEREAS, the lands sought to be included in the said llighwood Alkali C o n t r ol District
project area by said petition comprise lands In
C h o u t e a u C o n n t v ____________
County(s), described substantially as follows:

S chool D istr ic ts IB , 28, 28B , 28C , and that part o f 28A in Tow nships
21 & 2 2 , Range 6.

I MOW, THEREFORE, notice is herehv given that a public hearing will he
held pursuant to the said petition, on the question of the desirability
and necessity as the public Interest or convenience nay require for the
creation of such A (kali C o n t r o l D is tr ic t project area within the
CHOUTKAIf COU N T Y
Soil and Water Conservation Distriot(s); on the
question of the appropriate boundaries to be assigned to such project area;
up o n the propriety of the petition, and all other proceedings taken under
the said act; and upon all questions relevant to such Inquiries. The said
puhllc hearing will be held by the CHOUTEAU COUNTY Soli and Water
C onservation District on
F e b r u a r y 10- 1970
et S W C O ffic e . US DA B uilding^ T o rt Benton. Montana
-------------

z.

All persons, firms and corporations who shall hold title to, or shall be
in possession of, any lands lying within the limits of the above described
territory, and all other interested parties are invited to attend and will
he given opportunity to be heard at the time and place hereinbefore specified.

CHOUTEAU COUNTY

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

/;' .... &
(Chairman)

Bated this 1-Uh

d nv o f J a n u a r y

, 19 7 0

.

Montana State University
" —

......... ■■■

College of Agriculture
Agricultural Experiment Static*
B m tm an, M ontana 39115
T el 406-517-3121

H u t aa d SoB Icfcno* DaparteM Ot

January 26, 1972

V a n K. Haderlie
I M S 36th Street
Missoula, M T 59801
Dear Van:
Sorry I'm so late.

#

Xn a way, 1 get involved in this project a long time, 6-8 years, ago.
This involvement came through questions from fanners to Extension personnel,
both State and County.
Slnco this was obviously a water problem, these people
came to ms for advice.
Even a cursory look indicated that the problem was
far greater than my research budget could stand, so 1 gave them only advice.
Finally, in desperation, the farmers organized and began contacting various
agencies and bringing in administrators of these agencies to look at the prob
lem first hand.
The Experiment Station was one of these agencies.
Moreover,
the fanners raised some money for research.
This money, as well as some addi
tional funds from the Experiment Station that were made avallabe due to this
farmer pressure, made it possible for m e to begin a small project on the Highwood Bench.
(The will and desire had been there before but you can't do much
w i t h no money.)
At about this same time, a couple of other things happened.
Research and technical people from the agencies were brought together to d is
cuss the problem and look it ova? with the farmers.
As a result, sort of an
unofficial division of interests and responsibilities was worked out by the
technical people. Also, as a result to farmer pressure, the Agricultural Re
search Service made $30,000 available to our Agricultural Experiment Station
to be used over a 3-year period for research.
This morfy provided something
to w o r k w ith and resulted in a marked increase in activities.
This^tised to
support activities of all of the groups involved except, I think, its the SCS.
Their v o r k has been gratis.
1 do not think that any program at all would have developed without a
grass root organization similar to thst formed by the farmers.
This of course
demands leadership, they have it, and a problem that has a high probability
of having a solution.
The sctual type of organization matters little.
The
Districts law did give this group authority to tax Itself, which is a benefit.
However, before this was in effect, these farmers made direct contributions.
1 can only be amazed at the cooperation between the agencies.
X would
point out, however, that, at least at this level, the agencies are largely
nonbureaucratic and are, to a very large degree, oriented toward problem
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Van It. Haderlie
J a nu a r y 26, 1972
Page 2
solution.
I can think of more than one agency that would not fit this descrip
tion.
There have, of course, been some problems.
For instance, out of the
grant, I have hired one full time technician.
Tha***different people (techni
cally 4) are conducting research on the Bench.
Each of these people is inclined
to come up wi t h almost a full' time work load for this one person. This
has put
the technician in an uncomfortable position at times.
The m a i n factors in ageney inputs are a general desire to do the job,
competent people to do the job, freedom for the individual to work as he best
can, and financial support. We are in good shape on the first three, but are
under supported to do the job.
(One of the interesting features of this is
that the farm organization had the idea that $30,000 was plenty of money.
It
isn't for this big a job.)
There have been disagreements between the research
people but these have not prevented active cooperation.
Reasonable people work
things out, especially if they are unhindered by bureaucracy.
I hope this is what'-you wanted.

Sincerely,

Hayuen Ferguson
Professor of Soils

H F tjd

'T*Te'fr'
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(Hayden Feguson)
A few additional comments:
1) Work began on this project almost immediately after Joe Asleson "said
y o u have a little money to work with".
The Experiment Station is
realtively non bureaucratic thus it took no paper work to change
direction.
2) An important factor in the farmer organization was two interested Agency
people— the extension agent and the SCS--area conservationist (0. Pederson).
Without this type o f person available to do many things these kinds of
organizations often fail.
But, the driving force was from the farmers.
3) We wrote a basic project here to get the $30,000 grant.
So most o f the
money is spent on things specified in that Project.
However, we have
appreciable leeway.
4 We make a real effort to keep the farm group apprised o f our efforts and
our results.
5) Groups actively involved are:
a) Bureau of Mines and Geology, Marvin Miller, geology and ground water
work including chemical analysis.
b) S C S — Local man is secretary of farmer group and handles many details,
Area Soils man did soils classification work. State office furnished
men and equipment on several occasions.
c) ARS— furnished grant monies and released an area research man to work
on crop-watcr use.
d) Experiment Station
1) Moccasin Station set up plots and worked on crop-water use.
2) Main Station--control led grant funds— and actively conducted work
in all segments of the project.
c) Farmers— furnished some money, their organization got things going and
they have remained very actively involved.
6) The $30,000 comes a far cry from supporting the activities o f the 4
research groups.
For instance, 1 would guess that the 1 of H ( G has
spent at least $S0,000 on the-project of which much less than $S,000
came from the grant.
The grant has purchased some equipment and supplied
one technician who helps everybody.
7) The research is coordinated on a "good fellow basis" and not by chain of
command.

)
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(Copy)
Dozensn, Montana
Deo. 23, 1971
!.'r. Van Haderlie
1PA5 36th St
Missoulb, *'ontana 59^01
Dear Van,
In reply to ycur telephone call this a.ju., I have written
my answers to ycur inquiries in long hand and am sending
them to you this way. Cur secretary is off for the p.m. so
I thought thut you might like to have my reply as soon as
possible.
I only hope that you can r*ad my writing.
I hope,
too, that I have ansv.ered your quest!; ns satisfactorily. If
not, I ’ll try again.
1. h o w did my agency (USDA-ARS-SY/C) and I become involved in
problem?
SV/C became involved becouce of the formation of the highwood Alkali Control Association by the farmers on the highwood Bench.
The association asked both the Montana Agricul
tural Experiment Station and ,i»hS-S.*C to help with the problem.
I became involved in ti.e problem because it is located
within my area of responsibility. From the beginning, I
found the problem to be very challenging.
I believe that
the problem con be solved in 10 years or less.
It is a chal
lenge to all of my professional training, experience and imagination.
As of Oct. 13, 1970, I v;as committed to 20?» of time and
the projects finances to work on the problem. As of July 1,
1971, my committment increased to /»0.i of time und finances.
2. '.."hat do you see as to the Advantages (Successes) and Dis
advantages of the Alkali Control District approach?
As of 1971, the gross roots request is about the only ap
proach that will produce Fed. ral funds to attack agricul
tural problems. The fact thet the l-ighwood .,lkali Control
Assn. is taxing themsr.Ives to proviso some funds to solve
the problem is very significant.
It gives the members a
sense of participation.
It demonstrates to all that the
Association is vitally interested in solving the problem.
I d o n ’t see any real disadvantages to the district ap
proach.
It is difficult to get f.iiuers to form another or
ganization.
I believe that Cocar "tederaon can tbke a lot
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of credit for encouraging the organizetion of the Association.
It is conceivable that t'r is approach night lead to numerous organized associations to work on the many problems fac
ing agriculture. Terhaps the Chouteau Co. Soil ft, Mater Con
servation District cculd have accomplished the same thing.
I d o n ’t believe this is true in this case, iev.ever, because
the problem v.us recognized to be most acute on the nigkwood
Bench.
The farmers und land owners on the Dench were able
to clearly see the problem and organize to do something about
it. The organization probably would not have come into being
if it had included all of Ci.cuteau County.
3. /hat are the current problems facing the District and the
solution to the problem?
The biggest problem is finunces. The following sources
and amounts of money are approximately available:
- l’3DA Grant for 3 yr. period July 1, 1970 to June 30,
1973 030,000
- Montana agricultural Experiment station 0O,OCO/yr.
- i:ontnnu Bureau of Hines ft. Geologyv8,CCO/yr.
- V3DA-i.R3-3V.'C ( Including salaries) ..15,0OC/yr.
This way stem like a lot of money, but the money available
simply doesn't even come close to matching the magnitude of
the problem on a statewide basis.
The problem exists in at
least 23 counties east of the Continental Divide.
This means
that research must be done at a minimum of four locations.
As of this date, there has been no friction or bickering
among tho agencies Involved.
There has boen wholehearted
cooperation between all e'-encies Involved.
The good co
operation seems to be due to:
- 7ine cooperation and interest by the Highwood Alkali
•is&n •
- lersoual interest and dedicat’
.on of the personnel work
ing in the field:
Cluir Clark - SCS
Marvin Miller - Mont. Mines ft; Geology
Ray Choriki - Central Mont. Brunch {Station (now
resigned)
Faul L. Brown - «IiS - 3..’C
James Bisson - Graduate student
Oscar rederson - 3CS District Conservationist
George Erickson - County Agent
Huy don Her go son - M.AJ
Ton I'anson - M.IL
SCS area office at Great Falls
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Maybe part of the spirit of cooperation is due to the
lack of adequate funding* V/e’ve all had to scrounge and help
each other in order to accomplish v.hat we have done to date.
The MAC!) passed a resolution calling for a substantial
increase in Research Funds. The U.S. Congress will be asked
to appropriate the money. The effort will be jnade through
the Montana Congressional delegation.
Some people just can't understand how these agencies can
work together so closely without friction.
I can only say
that it mist be due to the interest and dedication cf all
the people involved.
Hone of the personnel Involved are
building any empires.
Sincerely,
(signed) Paul L. Brov.n •
USDA-AHS-S..C
Bozeman, Montana
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UNITED STATES D E P A R T M E N T OF A G R IC U L T U R E
AGRICULTURAL STABILIZATION A N D C O N S E R V A T I O N

SERVICE

P. 0. Box 670, Montana State Office, Bozemnn, Mt.

December 30, 1971

Mr. Van K. Haderlie
1845 36th St.
Missoula, Mt.
Dear Mr. Haderlie:
In answer to your telephone request of Jim Ross we offer the
attached paper. If we can be of further assistance, please
let us know.

Leo S. Kolstad
Executive Director
Attachment
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The Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service

is responsible for administering certain farm programs

enacted by Congress,

among them being the wheat and feed grain diversion and set-aside programs.
objectives of these programs through the years has been to:

The

1- Stabilize

production at levels that will satisfy our National needs and provide adequate
reserves but not excessive surpluses.

2 - Maintain or increase farm income
r.

by stabilizing the price structure of farm commodities.
Prior to 1961 wheat production
that

Congress attempted to control.

However, with

was the only small grain
the continual build-up of

carry-over stocks of feed grain commodities Congress felt the need to also
control the production of corn, grain sorghums, and barley,
feed grain diversion program.

thus enacting the

The conserving base concept was designed and

instituted at the same time to limit overall farm production.

Conserving bases

were established for all farms with either an established wheat allotment or
feed grain base.

In general, the farm's established conserving base reflected

the historical farming pattern for that farm for the years 1959 and 1960.
Since Che establishment of farm conserving bases county
committees have had authority to adjust them.

County committees have also

had the responsibility to treat all farmers fairly and equitably and to
administer the farm programs within the intent of the law.
For program participation a farm is required to put to
conserving uses an acreage equal to the farm's conserving base plus the
agreed upon diversion or set-aside acreage.
When the Highwood
formed one of their

Control Association was

early, actions was to ask the Chouteau County ASC Committee

to reduce the conserving bases on the
the producers could

Bench Alkali

farms in the

plant for harvest all of their

Highwood Bench area so that
cropland each year. It was

the association members feeling that summer fallow operations in recent years
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- 2had caoaed an increased build-up of alkali in the area.

Inasauch as the

maintenance of a farm's conserving base was the primary control ASCS had on
production output the county committee w as reluctant to make the requested
adjustments.

However, upon further study the county committee agreed to ask

permission to make the requested adjustments.

Program regulations gave the

committee authority to make these adjustments, however, inasmuch as this was

a rather unique situation the committee felt the need to obtain special
permission.

This special permission was requested of the State committee

who in turn referred the question to the Deputy Administrator, State and
County Operations, Washington, D.C.

In answer to the request the Deputy

Administrator informed the county committee, through channels, that it needed
no special permission to make these adjustments if they were deemed necessary.
After the various technical agencies of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture recommended that continuous cropping of the entire
Highwood Bench was the most feasible solution to the problem, the county
committee adjusted conserving bases to zero or near zero on most farms within
the boundaries of the Highwood Alkali Control Project Area.

Bear in mind

that the county ASC committee had several things to consider before making the
decision to adjust these conserving bases;

Namely,

(1) the seriousness of

tha alkaline situation and the desirable effect that continuously cropping
the area might have in alleviating the alkaline build-up.

(2)

The increased

production of small grains as a result of the conserving base reductions which
could only add to the already larga surpluses of these commodities.

(3)

As

a result of the permissive increased production, the conomic advantage the
Highwood Bench Area farmers would have over their neighbors and fellow producers
that were farming beyond the boundaries of the project area and were harnessed
with a conserving base-to-cropland ratio of near SO percent.
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- 3 The conserving bsse concept of the farm programs does
not require specifically a summer fallow operation.

In lieu of summer fallow

a producer can seed small grain cover crops or perennial grass and legume
cover on conserving base acreage aa veil as on any acreage diverted under the
annual programs.
It is a commonly known fact that a unified community effort
can accomplish more than can an individual effort or the efforts of various
individuals working Independently q# one another.

The greater the number

behind a unified effort the greater the pressure that can be spiled be it
physical, economic, political, or otherwise,

in the case of the Highwood

Alkali Control Association one of the advantages of the community effort was
in obtaining near unanimous participation in the project by the farmers in
the area.

Even though the results of tbe continuously cropping practice is

not conclusive at this time it definitely would have had little effect on
the overall objective had the participation by the producersln the affected
area b e e n less than near unanimous.
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M O N T A N A B U R E A U O F MINES A N D G E O L O G Y
BUTTE, MONTANA 59701
January 14, 1972

M r. Van H aderlie
1845 - 36th S treet
M issoula, Montana 59801
D ear Van:
C om m ents on Alkali Project--Highwood Bench
H ere a re a few quick com m ents regarding the questions you'asked
on the phone.
How Montana Bureau of M ines and Geology got involved
D ates and sequences of involvement:
(1) In May 1969, our agency received a lette r from the Chouteau
County Alkali Association briefly describing the problem and asking us
to attend a m eeting to be held"som etim e in May of that year.
(2) 1 was requested by our d irec to r to attend the m eeting and
evaluate the problem.
(3) I attended the m eeting and felt that our agency could m ake a
significant contribution to the hydrogeological aspects of the problem .
(4) Upon returning to Butte, I discussed the problem with the
d ire c to r and other m em bers of the Ground-W ater Division of the Bureau,
and urged that we should get involved. Approval was granted (June 1969)
and the Bureau of Mines and Geology agreed to help support the project.
Every effort was to be made to sec u re some additional outside funds.
(5) A proposal was w ritten and subm itted to the Montana Joint W ater
R esources R esearch C enter fo r the 1970-71 fiscal year. The project
was approved.
(6) The Montana Bureau of M ines and Geology and the W ater R esources
R esearch C enter has continued to support the project to date.

r x
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Mr. Van Haderlie

January 14, 1972
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Extent of com m itm ents (hydrogeological aspects):
(1)

FY 1969-70
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
S alaries and wages
$1,200
Supplies
300
Chem ical analyses
800
Per diem
800
T ravel
1,500
Subtotal

$4,600

Chouteau County Alkali A ssociation
Supplies (approx.)
$ 250
T ravel (approx.)
150
Subtotal

' 400

T o t a l ...........................................................
(2)

$5,000

FY 1970-71
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
S alaries and wages
$2,500
Supplies
100
Chem ical analyses
1,800
Per diem
500
T rav el
800
Subtotal

$5,700

W ater R esources R esearch C enter
S alaries and wages
$3,675
Supplies
635
T rav el
530
M iscellaneous
250
Subtotal

5,090

Chouteau County Alkali Association
Supplies
$
Chem ical analyses
T rav el
Subtotal
T otal

200
300
125
625
$11,415
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M r. Van H aderlie

- 3-

January 14, 1972

(3) FY 1971-72
Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
S alarie s and wages
$2,600
Supplies
150
1,500
C hem ical analyses
900
P er diem
1,800
T ravel
Subtotal

$6,950

W ater R esources R esearch C enter
'
S alaries and wages
$6,450
Supplies
720
T rav el
350
M iscellaneous
150
Subtotal

7,670

Chouteau County Alkali Association
Supplies
$
C hem ical analyses
T ravel
Subtotal

175
150
300

T o t a l ....................................................................
T otal 3-year c o m m itm e n t..........................................

625
$15,245
$31,660

Personal observation a s to re se a rc h approach
1 think the approach used to initiate this project was v ery effective.
F ir s t, the formation of a sm all local association with taxing powers organized
the fa rm e rs, unified th eir efforts, and amplified the urgency of the problem.
As a re su lt, the Chouteau County Alkali Association was in a position to ask
fo r re se a rc h related directly to th eir probiem ra th e r than have an agency
try to sell a project to them . The second im portant step was having a
m eeting at the proposed research area in which all agencies (local, state,
and federal) were invited to discuss and evaluate the problem . T his meeting
and the field trip the following day essentially brought together the agencies
that felt they could make a worthwhile contribution to the problem .

Mr. Van Haderlie

- 4-

January 34, 1972

The interagency an d /o r interdepartm ental approach to applied
re se a rc h problem s can be very effective if it involves several a re a s of
study and if the entire re s e a rc h group works together as a team and has
a genuine in tere st in the problem . It is my feeling that the interagency
approach to the saline-seep problem has worked very well; however, most
other interagency or interdepartm ental projects that I have been fam iliar
with have not been too successful. Jealousy between individuals, financial
problem s, lack of interest and leadership, and failure to work together
a r e the m ajor reasons for poor cooperation.
Com m ents about agency tie-up, personnel Involved, e tc .
As fa r as the Montana Bureau of M ines and Geology is concerned,
th ere has been very little interagency jealousy, and I feci that in general
we have gotten along very well with the other agencies involved (ARS,
MSU, and SCS). Working with highly qualified re searc h personnel who
a r e a ll extrem ely interested in the problem has made the project very
challenging, interesting, and rew arding.
If you have any com m ents o r questions, please give m e a call.
Y ours truly,

M arvin R. M iller
Hydrogeologist
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Service

M O N TA N A STA TE UNIVERSITY. U .S . DEPA RTM ENT O F A GRICULTURE. AND M ONTANA C O U N T IE S C O O PERA TIN G
M ONTANA STA TE UNIVERSITY
BO ZEM AN. MONTANA 5 4 7 1 5

February 16, 1972

Mr. V a n Haderlie
1845 36th St.
Missoula, M T
59801
Dear Van;
Enclosed is a statement about the Highwood Bench situation.
1 had intended
getting a reply to you immediately after our conversation but misplaced
the notes, then promptly forgot.
I hope this information helps.
Th e r e is no w a y for me to b e certain who did what, and when, in a very
literal sense.
However, I'm not sure that such exact detail is very
important.
I have tried to explain some of Extension's role and only
part of roles of others.
P lease keep in mind that I did not document many of the dates.
Also,
I a m s ure many other people should be mentioned as being involved.
The
best summary will be when this information plus that from several others
can b e p u t together.
X w o u l d like to see your final report, if that is permissible.
Sorry to be so slowl
Very truly yours,

Charles M. Smith, Professor
Extension Soil Scientist
tv
Enc.
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SALT PROBLEMS A N D WATER SEEPAGE
Highwood Bench Area
South of Port Benton* Montana

Following are observations of Charles H. smith* Extension Soil Scientist,
Cooperative Extension Service* Montana State University, Bozeman.

This

information pertains to how I saw recognition o f the problem develop, and
the agencies and individuals' involvement.

The facts are not intended to

b e literally correct as to dates and perhaps sequence of events.

Some of

this is historical and m a y be of major interest only to me.
The first introduction I had to Montana was early in 1961.

Our

Extension Soils program that year included fertiliser test plots in the
Fairfield and Conrad areas^along the Milk Rivei^ and in the Gallatin Valley.
Travel took me past many areas with obvious salt problems on hillsides,
in low areas and/or along drainages.
X asked many questions about these salt affected areas as to when they
developed and whether they were spreading.

Xn general, answers were in

agreement that the "spots" were growing in size, had been in the process for
several years, and seemed to be worse in dry years, especially those which
followed w e t years.

Some of the easiest observable areas were near the

highway between Vaughn a nd Conrad.
After consulting with Dr. Cliff Hyde, then Professor of Soils, MSU,
m y concerns were confirmed as he explained his theories of where the salts
came from.

Also, he confirmed why the areas "grew" in size especially in

dry years and also especially when the dry years were after some rather wet
years.

Contrary to the opinion many people had

movement in dryland soils is often appreciable.

(seme still have) water
All that is needed is to
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havt m o r e water in the root zone than the crops remove.

The net effect is

downw a r d movem e n t of water held at relatively high tension.

This movement

is speeded u p by heavier additions in wet years and shows u p worse in dry
y ea r s because of greater evaporation of water with deposition of soluble
salts at the soil surface.
Until the last 10 to 15 years it was thought by most scientists that
to m o v e salts through soils required large volumes of water movement at
low w a t e r tensions

(wet conditions).

However, research has shown that the

salt c o n tent of water moving at high tension can be higher in concentra
tion.

T h e following is a diagram of Dr. Hyde's version of the origin of

salt problems.

PRECIPITATION

4 i J I l l.i

Contributing area can be from a small acreage
to possibly sections in size.

T~

/

^—

Water movement into profile
that contains some salts
— )

V

n

u

'Underlying less permeable strata .
Salts accumulate where water
tabel moves close enough to
surface that water and salts
move u p by capillarity.
(Zt is interesting that to date this is still the most plausible
explanation of salt and seepage development o n the Highwood Bench and
oth e r a r e a s ) .
In working w i t h County Agents, at farmer meetings, and in correspondence,
I w a s often asked to explain development of salt areas and recommend a
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-3remedy.

Using Dr. Hyde's diagraai as explanation, my reeonnendation was to

try and prevent additional growth by digging an interceptor drain across
the slope and slightly above the seep area.

Even though water movement

night b e so slow that no drainage water would flow, salts could accunulate
o n the sides of the drain.
W e started work with nitrogen fertilizer topdressing of winter wheat
o n the Highwood Bench in 1965 on the T on Birkland farm working with
Goerge Erickson, County Agent.
G l e n Bramlette.

The next year w e had plots on Birkland and

During this period we observed the salt problems and

expressed concern to research people that the problems were serious as
attested to b y the farmers of the area.
Researchers were aware the seepage problems existed and that reclama
tion in a dryland system would be slow if not Impossible without additional
water.

A t that time, about 1966, interest of researchers vas only casual,

primarily because of other comnitments and/or lack of funds, and because
not many would believe the seriousness of the problem.
T h e second year

(1966) that I worked with N plots o n the Bench, Ray

Chorlki also conducted plot work in that area.

Because there were so many

other areas o f Montana needing N work on dryland grain, Ray and 1 agreed
that he w o u l d work the Bench and Extension's efforts would move elsewhere,
except for the assistance to Ray given by Erickson.
During 1967 and after, my contacts continued w ith the Bench area through
cooperative planning of experiments with Choriki. and discussions with
Ernie Ahren d e s and Dr. Roy Huffman, V. Pres, for Research, MSU.

Both were

from the Highwood area and had great interest and concern about the buildup
of salts in the soils.
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D u r i n g the period prior to 1969, local farmers and SCS were working to
stimulate interest in their problems.
specific activities.

1 do not have details about the

Ray Choxiki had been also involved in conversations

wi t h NOrris Hanford, Glen Bramlette, Fred Booth, and undoubtedly other farmers
concerning the salt buildup.
Because of suggestions fay many, farmers of the area got together and
asked for help.
roots action.

I a m sure several w hom x was

not aware of h ad

urged grass

I a m aware that both Ray and X urged Norris and others

to

move ahead and ask for a meeting involving various agencies.
A m eeting was held in the Bozeman Federal Building which involved farmers
from the Highwood Bench, SCS personnel from Fort Benton and Bozeman,
Cooperative Extension Service, Agricultural Experiment Station both from
Moccasin a n d Bozeman, and some others.

Various individuals reported on

their ideas about the origin of saline seep problems.
originated in the Highwood Mountains.
local origin.

Others assumed it was mostly of

Some SCS personnel said that interceptor drains w o uld not work

to relieve the problem.
them.

Some felt the water

They said some had been installed w i t h no value from

(Although X had not visited nearly all of the bench, X hadn't seen

any interceptors.)
The appearance of the problem was nearly the same as we had in
southern Iowa where the Xansan till underlies

a loess mantle. Nater

goes through the loess and moves downsiope until it is close enough to the
surface to cause a seepage area.

In the Highwood Bench area, glacial

till

overlies shale of varying depths but the effect appears to be comparable
w i t h the Xowa situation w here we dug with a spade ma n y tile lines to relieve
the problem.

Anyway, the similarity of problems was sufficient to raise

questions about similarity of solution, even though amount of precipitation
was much greater in Xowa and the seep areas there were not salty.
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-5 As a result of the Bozeman meeting, Wendell Thacker of SCS, myself
representing Extension and Experiment Station, and a representative of
another agency were charged with the responsibility to develop a situation
statement.

This w e did.

Thro u g h efforts of the Alkali Association (I do not have the date
w hen it w a s formally organised), Chouteau County SCS and Extension, a tour
and conference were planned for the Highwood Bench area.

Invitations were

extended t o representatives of many agencies and included A R S at the Northern
Great Plains Research Center, Mandan, North Dakota, w h o were initiating
research on saline-seepage areas in N.D.

The tour was enlightening to all

concerned and helped to clarify the problem*
Whi l e o n tour w e were shown surface drains.

They were relief type and

not interceptor drains, as had been indicated a t the Bozeman meeting.
Whether or not interceptors will work on certain of the p roblem areas has
not be e n determined.

Obviously surface or tile interceptors w i l l work if

the water conducting material is not too deep.

After considerable

amount of drilling, Dr. Paul Brown feels same can be intercepted and seme
perhaps not.

M * *

r * r t ‘* r

. r

Pri o r to the tour, and after, we tried

he

^

ieU

« rV « -* .

(mostly unsuccessfully)

1*.
to get

administrators in the Agricultural Experiment Station and Plant a Soil Science
Department to place a higher priority on the seepage problems.

Again, some

«

of us urged Norris and others to go directly to the administration with
requests for help^in addition to talking with us^to try and get more research
funds and personnel for the problem area.

Also, we wanted Dr. Joe Asleson,

Dean o f Agriculture, Dr. Erhardt Hchn, then Head of Plant and Soil Science ,
and Carl Carlson, ARS, Beltsville, to view the problem and d evelop a better
understanding of it.

7 fC ^ >

*
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Without question, the m ost effective moves they, the association, made
for getting action underway were tox

(1) organize an alkali association and

a gree to tax themselves to show they were serious in wanting to get their
problems solved,

(2) work with several agencies including research, action,

and educational agencies,
others of the need,

(3) go direct to administrators after convincing

(4) continue to be agressive.

Af t e r the tour, which involved A RS from Mandan, we had a meeting at
the SCS offices in the Rocky Mountain Bldg. in Great Falls.
b y those present that a major research effort was needed.

It was agreed
ARS personnel

from Mandan indicated they w o uld be interested in conducting some research
o n the Bench if no one from Montana would.

Also, it was agreed that some

one should be named as research coordinator.
Probably because 1 was present and had been designated by the Dean to
represent both Extension and Experiment Stations I was asked to be coordinator
of research.

However, because of too many commitments already and the

nature of the research needed being so closely tied to water movement in
soils, 2 suggested Dr. Hayden Ferguson.
p r o b l e m areas.

A t that date h e had not seen the

However, we had discussed the problems and he was interested

if some funds could be made available to provide a reasonable chance for
accomplishment.

Others agreed that Hayden should be asked, and he accepted.

The first year of plot work having objectives on seepage included two
experiments which Ray Choriki and I designed for the purpose of determining
whether crop management and fertilizers would affect water use.

One was

a large experiment o n Bramlette's^and Booth's farms to evaluate different
cropping systems.

One system was intended to simulate the effects of allowing

volunteer grain and weeds to grow in the spring and early summer.

The

reason for this treatment was to use water during theearly p art of the
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then destroy that crop early enou 9 h to allow recharge of

the soil surface so fall seedlngs of winter wheat could be successful.

This

hind of treatment in theory, could use water and still permit summerfallow
if necessary.
This treatment has never been handled as the design specified mainly
because of availability of equipment at the right time, and people to do the
work.

It is hoped that improvements in operations will be possible if addi

tional funding is acquired.

There is no way to always get treatments

installed at optimum times unless there is adequate funding for enough equip
ment a n d personnel.

Hopefully— additional funding will be realized in

1972 or 1973 feem Federal sources.
The other experiment was on grass to determine the water use
resulting from adequate rates of N fertilizer.

This was stimulated by the

apparent fact that seepage problems became worse during 10 years of soil bank
grass.

Some of us felt that if the grass had been adequately fertilized and

harvested so not to damage subsequent growth, water use should have been
sufficient to relieve or stop the problem.
Hayden Ferguson and Marvin Miller began work with wells and water
use and movement.

Then late in 1970 and in 1971, ARS involvement became

greater from the personnel viewpoint with Paul Brown including work on the
Bench as a specific part of his program.
Clair Clark has played a key role over the years of program development
and especially in assisting with descriptions of borings and research sites.
Wendell Thacker worked hard to organize a symposium in Great Falls where
Experiment Station, ARS, Extension and SCS personnel contributed papers.
Also, Oscar Peterson and several others have worked long hours.

The ASCS

Committee h a s helped in their way by getting special consideration for more
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allowable acreages of grain so summerfallowed acreages could be reduced.
F r o m m y own viewpoint, it seemed hopeless for a long time that we could shake
loose funds or people.

However, b y being persistent, b y getting "seed" money

from the Alkali Association, and b y getting some funding from ARS in Beltsville,
additional input from HSU and ARS in Montana has been realized.
Currently, all the above agencies are deeply involved in trying to
solve the problems.

However, answers are wanted before research is done.

Because of this, several meetings are being held each year to update farmers
of the area on progress of research and to exchange experiences.
The contributions by farmers of that area w ho do research of their
o w n are not to be ignored.
the problems can be solved.

Through cooperation of many people and agencies,
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Ft. Benton, Montana
January 4> 1972

Dear Van,
Here is some material you may find useful in relation
to the alkali problem in Chouteau County.
Ifci sending some ASCS photos of a field showing the
progression of the seeped area over a period of several
years.
The particular data is given below.
1930
1956
1966
1969
Cropland acres
"TTJ
10777
10272
S57J
Alkali acres

0

5-3

10.3

46.7

Economic loss of land $200.00/acre - $9340.00
Annual loss in food production <T 20 bu/ac/yr - 934 bu.
Annual loss in value of food ® $1.20/bu. -$>1120.80
County-wide estimated loss at the end of 1971:
Land---- 10,000 acres
Economic-$2,000,000•
Food---- 2 0 0 ,000bu/yr
Value--- $240,000 per year

I hope this will give some indication of the extent
and seriousness of the alkali problem.

Sincerely,

Oscar Pederson
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*»930-9th Ave. South
Great Falls, Mb. 59^05
January 6, 1972

Mr. Van Haderlie
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana
Dear Van;
Apparently, saline seeps began to appear within a few years
after scanner fallow became a regular practice in Montana. Hi Warden,
the first District Conservationist at Fort Benton, was very much
concerned about the problem. He spent a lot of time talking to farmers
in the Highwood area when he was there in the to's and early 90*8.

%

But no organized plan of action was developed; lofcal people were
not stimulated to solve their problem. SCS Just went on functioning
in the same manner -- answering individual requests. So far as I know,
no attenpt was made to get group action at this time.
My first contact with farmers concerned about saline seep on
fallowed land was in the Denton-Coffee Creek area in Fergus County
early in 19&7* Several operators had asked for assistance. On one
of my visits to Fergus County Metro Karaffa and I contacted several of
t'hem. We discussed the problem with them at considerable length. Metro
and I continued our discussion during that visit and several ensuing
trips 1 made to Fergus County. Together we mapped out a strategy which
we thought might get some, action started.
I believe I first observed the problem in Chouteau County in
May 1968. Oscar Pederson, District Conservationist, and X visited the
farm of Jim Spivak at Geraldine. We also looked at several farms in
the Highwood«area, particularly Tom Wharram's. Tom, Oscar and I sat in
the pickup looking at some of the worst areas on Tom's farm and discussed
hew it could be solved. We dwelt on the use of continuous cropping to
solve the problem.
Later that month, back in Bozeman, I visited about the problem
with Art Shaw, Extension Agronomist. He was aware of saline seep. I
am sure he had never given much thought about anything that might be
done to solve it.
I suggested that we outline a plan of action. My plan included
using a TAP (Technical Action Panel) approach to solving this problem.
Most agency enployees were not enthusiastic about TAP. I felt the
theory behind it was sound; we Just needed to find out how to make it work.
I felt the main weakness in TAP was lack of liaison to keep the
system going once a problem had been identified. A county committee
would determine they could not solve a given problem, write it up and
send it to the State TAP Committee requesting their assistance. The
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State Committee -would agree that it was serious, recommend that
each agency work on it, pass a motion and adjourn. At succeeding
meetings, unless someone pressed the issue, the problem seldom
received further consideration.
The point is that someone has to keep the thing alive. Call
him liaison, coordinator, or whatever, he has to keep picking away
at this problem. He has to keep nudging people, keep looking for the
right button to push to keep moving toward a solution.
Another thing that is needed is administrative sanction and
direction, so that agency employees know that multi-agency problem
solving is a part of their Job responsibility.
After much discussion, Art and I drafted a letter to Oscar
Pederson and George Erickson, Chouteau County Extension Agent,,
suggesting the plan of action using the TAP approach. In addition,
we drafted a questionnaire to send to farmers to get facts and trends
regarding saline seep development.
The questionnaire was effective in stimulating interest and action
by private individuals and groups. When the Chouteau County CRD sent
the State CRD Conmittee their request for assistance in solving saline
seep it was signed by several local farm organizations and committees.
' I kept in touch with the State Committee and eventually suggested
that a group of agency people be called together to discuss the problem.
Eighteen agency enployees and three farmers attended this meeting. The
attendance of these three farmers deserves special mention.
They called me one day from Ray Choriki1s office, X was' frankly
surprised that farmers had heard about the meeting and were sufficiently
interested to drive all the way to Bozeman to attend. X assured him they
were welcome.
The three farmers, as you know, were Morris Hanford, Fred Booth,
and Glen Bramlette.
I still wonder if anything much would have happened as a result of
that meeting had it not been for their presence. They stated their case
very ably and convincingly.
The thing which they added which no agency person could have
supplied was the urgency of the problem from the farmer’s standpoint the conviction that farmers were concerned, that they did want to do
something about the problem, that they did want help. All agency
people respond to this kind of sincere appeal.
Four months passed after this meeting before a plan of action was
substantially Jelled, I conferred frequently with Dr. C. M. Smith,
Extension Soil Scientist. He was working hard to get Montana State
University committed to action. X think he deserves a lot of credit
for bringing this about.
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After two field tours of Highwood Bench hy agency people, a
research project was set up, with Dr, Hayden Ferguson as research
coordinator.
Even “
before the research project was born, fanners formed the
Highwood Alkali Association. Their function, I feel, has been
significant to every bit of progress that has been made, and often
essential.
Late in 1970, I discussed with Oscar Pederson and Ton Wharram
my concern that action to control saline seep might proceed too
slowly. I was afraid farmers might neglect to take the substantial
remedial measures already recognized while they waited for research to
show them the "best" way.
We discussed the need for a workshop to agree upon the best methods
now available and disseminate this information to the public. Our object
was to get some kind of saline seep control practices put in use at once.
Systems could be refined later with better information from research
and experience. But we felt a lot of degradation could be avoided by
applying practices which could be advocated at that time. We felt this
was needed wherever the problem occurred in Montana, not just in
Chouteau County.
The scientists involved in the research were not enthusiastic
about the idea. Again it was the farmers who carried the day.
A meeting was arranged between members of the Alkali Association
and agency representatives to discuss need for a workshop. The farmers
were enthusiastic and the research scientists agreed.
My observation is that when a group of sincere farmers and ranchers
(or other private citizens) go to work on something, people listen.
Grass roots approach is far stronger than the average citizen realizes
before he gets involved in a program of this kind.
The workshop was a success. About 300 attended. Later four more
one-day workshops were held across the state. Between them, saline seep
became generally understood by Montanans and received a lot of publicity
outside the state.
Agency relations in the saline seep project overall have been
good. Of course there have been instances of disagreement, jealousy
and bias, but none which have proved serious.
The differences between agencies are healthy and sharpen the focus
on the problem. Solving them is beneficial to a perspective of the
problem and increases appreciation of each agency's, dependence on the
others.
The one overriding lesson to be learned from this project, I feel,
is the importance of the involvement of the private sector. Many of the
projects which failed in the past could have succeeded, I believe, if
agency people had obtained involvement of local people in the early
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stages. The time to get local people involved is as soon as you
start people working on the problem. This happened in Chouteau
County and is a major reason why progress is being made.
Sipcerely,

&
Wendell Thacker
Area Conservationist, SCS

